Conforms to UL924 Standard and CAN-ULC-S572 Standard

CAUTION: External Illumination Source Required
Listed for Outdoor Wet Locations.
Suitable for Floor Proximity Installation.

Important Safeguards: Read and Follow all Safety Instructions!

SPECIFICATIONS:
- The sign must be charged by a minimum of 60 minutes of ambient lighting to become fully operational.
- The external illumination source must be reliable and supplied by a circuit not controlled by an automatic timer or sensor and whose controls are accessible only to authorized personnel.
- External illumination source is to be energized at all times of building occupancy.
- Lighting levels on the sign face(s) should be confirmed after any change in external lighting.
- It is recommended that periodic inspections be performed in accordance with applicable codes.
- Install this sign indoors or outdoors.

ACTIVATION:
CAUTION: Minimum 5 foot-candles (54 Lux) of External unfiltered fluorescent illumination must be present on the sign face at all times of building occupancy.

VIEWING DISTANCE:
100-foot viewing distance

INSTALLATION:
Four screws provided. To flush mount sign to wall, simply drill through the four depressions on the back side of the sign. Level sign on wall where it is to be mounted. Screw sign to wall, or mark holes and drill holes in wall for wall anchors, then screw sign to wall.

Single sided with black plastic Bracket: decide if a flag or ceiling mount application. Locate the appropriate (2) screw holes and drill completely through the sign. Take the black plastic mounting bracket and place on the back side where the screw holes were drilled. Then insert the supplied stud one from the back and one from the front and screw together. You can now mount the sign to the ceiling or wall using the supplied screws and sleeves or directly to the junction box.

For double-sided with black plastic Bracket: decide if it is a flag or ceiling mount application. Locate the appropriate (2) screw holes and drill completely through each sign. Take the mounting bracket and place between the (2) signs where the screw holes were drilled. Then insert the supplied stud one from the back and one from the front and screw together. You can now mount the sign to the ceiling or wall using the supplied screws and sleeves or directly to the junction box.

If chevrons (arrows) are needed, simply place double-sided mounting tape on back of arrow. Remove protective paper and adhere chevron to indent on sign in the direction of the exit or exits.

CLEANING:
Cleaning of the sign face should be done with a NON-abrasive cloth, dampened with Water. Do NOT use chemical solvents.

EXIT SIGN MODEL NUMBERS:
600100BLACK Complete EXIT sign kit for Right >, < Left, Double Chevron < > or EXIT only sign with BLACK background.
600100GREEN Complete EXIT sign kit for Right >, < Left, Double Chevron < > or EXIT only sign with GREEN background.
600100RED Complete EXIT sign kit for Right >, < Left, Double Chevron < > or EXIT only sign with RED background.

For DOUBLE-sided signs, order TWO single-sided Signs and mount them Back-to-Back!

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!